
 

ZERO LINE GALLERY IN THE CENTRE OF THE DISCURSIVE FIELD: 

 

OPPORTUNITIES AND PERSPECTIVES 

 

DEAR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN! 

 

Zero Line is a gallery of contemporary art in city of Tashkent, the Republic of Uzbekistan. 

As a founder of this gallery I started in September of 2016 from private exposition "Picture as a 

Demonstrator of Time". This exposition was retrospective and its purpose was to acquaint the 

visitors with the capital's new art space. It was important for me to demonstrate a part of my 

personal collection which triggered this gallery and highlights this gallery's technical facilities as 

well. Visitors would fell advantages and necessities of the professional attitudes in relations to 

the exposition's formation using well-known but little practiced in city of Tashkent the scheme 

"art dealer-curator-art critic". 

 

I recognize that this gallery anyway was discursive pretext before follow-up events. There 

was not direct message from Vyacheslav Ahunov, curator, conceptual artist and Viktoria 

Erofeeva, young art critic in this gallery. We focused on invited specialist's review, historian's 

opinion, this gallery's general concept and published several my articles in local mass media. If 

you like to know more details of these materials and express your personal opinion, please, visit 

our website: https://www.zeroline-gallery.com/ 

 

I would like to mention specifically second of nine Zero Line expositions "Cotton of one 

hand", 2016. And that is why. There is an article of Boris Chuhovich, curator, art historian, 

Montreal University, president of non-commercial organization "Observatory of Cultural 

Heritage of the Central Asia, Alerte Heritage" in last hundredth issue of very respectable 

"Moscow Art Magazine" under editorship of Vitor Miziano. This article is Collapse of the post-

Soviet space plus Turkmenization of all country. 

 

Besides many interesting ideas this article's author mentioned "some Tashkent gallery" 

generally where this gallery's initiator said allegedly " Uzbek artists prefer that their projects are 

built-in new ideology so these projects compromise with and are submitted to the political 

discourse. We see convergence "engaged" and "independent". His follow-up words declare that 

"Last days Vyacheslav Ahunov, Uzbekistan famous contemporary artist walks this road. He 

criticized Uzbek authorities regularly and was persona non grata for Uzbekistan artistic events 



 

but having taken curator's projects in some Tashkent gallery he was transformed from face 

criticism into metaphysic expressions which were not visible threat against Uzbek authorities. 

For example, his first curator's project was dedicated to the ancient Buddhism origin of the 

Central Asian Arts ("Cotton of one hand", 2016). 

 

In my humble opinion this article's author express himself too emotionally since he is 

informed insignificantly. This is very strange although "some Tashkent gallery" has brand name, 

website, face book page and all other informational resources which are available for all 

discussions. Any visitor of "Cotton of one hand" exposition can understand that this exposition's 

purport was best representation of the personal collection of the Buddhist icons and altar, late 

XIX - early XX century, Anno Domini. This collection's history including its Tashkent life were 

narrated. Video installation and video art were subject of the curator's analysis how to save 

Buddhist heritage from mediaeval annihilation of our days in countries like as Afghanistan and 

philosophical revaluation of these events through Buddhist tradition. "Idol" performance from 

Dinara Bahritdinova, young artist brought to the visitors this terrible tragedy and painful loss for 

all civilized mankind. 

 

Furthermore, there were several Buddhist events in  this gallery. Archeologist provided the 

visitors with the Uzbekistan Buddhist architectural objects. Traveller and Buddhist tradition's 

eager admirer demonstrated personal movies how she lived in Tibet. Buddhist beneficiary in city 

of Tashkent from South Korea and teacher from chair of ethics and aesthetics, National 

University enlighten about philosophical aspects and traditions of this world's religion. 

 

Hence, face criticism in this exposition's theme is more than strange and unacceptable 

since Buddhists live in Uzbekistan comfortably enough. This is very curiously to see how Mr. 

Chuhovich collides fantastically private art business with the public offices. This critics supposes 

that Vyacheslav Ahunov liberated his position against political establishment and became 

persona grata for Uzbekistan artistic events but I do not know any invitation for Vyacheslav 

Ahunov's participation in these events. Might this critics amend me? No, he might not, I would 

suppose. 

 

I would like to note that gallery's business has neither financial nor informal relations with 

other art spaces of this country. All initiative and politics of this gallery are independent 

absolutely. No office approves and directs this gallery. Why? Because no office exists and may 

exist in market conditions. Nowadays all interested parties know that. These parties live in their 



 

concepts without intersections each other and promote their projects of the contemporary arts as 

they understand them. As for me, I never felt any pressure and met any "advice" especially 

official directions that make me happy. If this article's author has opposite evidences let us have 

these evidences. Anyway, status of very respectable "Moscow Art Magazine" implies more solid 

opinions as I think. 

 

Furthermore, if we discuss about follow-up projects then Uzbekistan first personal 

expositions "Art is property of…" from Vyacheslav Ahunov, conceptual artist of the world's 

status and "Quiet Heaven" from Umida Ahmedova, photographer speak themselves. 

Unfortunately, art critic does not declare these expositions. Wide public opinions including 

visitors, BBC, Ozodlik Radio Station, Azattik Radio Station and other international and domestic 

resources like as Uzbekistan-24 Television Channel recognize Zero Line positive effect since 

private initiative could overcome many obstacles using right words in right times and finally this 

gallery facilitated the overstressed situation which existed in contemporary art. But it not easy 

for me to say will authors above participate in other art spaces of this country and I may not 

predict will museums take works of these authors. This matter is private initiative only. 

 

We would like to declare that after Umida Ahmedova's exposition Zero Line has bought 

out exposition wholly. Furthermore, this gallery's business made event on Uzbekistan art market 

as Zero Line brought this exposition's digital pictures together with the certificates of 

authenticity for wide sales. If we talk about the moneys let's say that  Zero Line is not funded and 

makes art business selling works of art. All items including sold items you can see in our 

gallery's virtual store. So, professional collectors and new comers can monitor sales and analyze 

art investments which are new wave of Uzbekistan art market. 

 

Virtual store vacates real spaces for expositions and other performances. Our gallery 

realized nine expositions and sixty evening thematic events. Our visitors mainly are intellectuals 

and creative youth who discuss with our curator contemporary art, documentary and author's 

movies, video art and experimental cinemas as Uzbekistan and as foreign. Movies of Umida 

Ahmedova and Oleg Karpov were shown including shocking film "Burden of Virginity". This 

film arose tenth wave of public interest and discussions. Video art is one of the dynamic genre of 

the contemporary art. We would like to note that Zero Line realized monthly exposition "Video 

art overcomes falsity". In my humble opinion this exposition was most complicated performance 

with technical facilities and large conceptual manifestations. Using world's masterpieces of video 

art Zero Line introduces organically some top works of the Central Asian artists. In 2005 



 

"Constellation", Tashkent contemporary art exposition demonstrated these works firstly that 

triggered this art in Uzbekistan. 

 

13 video surfaces showed more than 40 works which were from famous authors from 

USA, France, England, Iran, Central Asia, Russia, Moldova. These works reached large regional 

and international expositions including 2007 Venetian Biennale, 2007 "UK&CA" international 

project with participation of artists from Great Britain and Kazakhstan. There were projects for 

"M'ARS Pole. Sodruzhestvo", 2009 Moscow and project "Starter", 2006 Tajikistan. This 

exposition demonstrated "Defrost. Frost" of Daniyar Abdurahmanov and "New Program" of 

Vyacheslav Ahunov under 1976 project. Also this exposition showed "EXception", experimental 

video from Dinara Bahritidinova and other vivid works from Uzbekistan artists. Forming this 

exposition the initiators tried to create full and targeted representations of different genres and 

stylistic images for the visitors. 

 

In 2007 our gallery made new exposition "One step. Tragedy and comedy in Uzbekistan 

arts" under curatorship of Vyacheslav Ahunov. Using some vivid examples of Uzbekistan this 

exposition demonstrated how artist reflected tragedy and comedy through theme or mood. Also 

this exposition combined opposite works in single area where those works co-existed and 

enriched each other. Central "tragic" pole was "Jamilya", 1988 work of Lev Ilyich Reznikov 

from our gallery. "Jamilya" is a symbol "hudzhum" as one of the important page of Uzbekistan 

history. Hudzhum was 1927 Soviet movement of the Central Asian women. Symbol appearance 

occurred. Igor Reznikov, son of deceased Lev Ilyich Reznikov and Israeli citizen watching our 

gallery's activity especially careful attendance over heritage of the Soviet artists donated 

magnificent gift. "Lunar Khiva" of Lev Ilyich Reznikov arrived from Israel to our gallery that 

was commented highly positive with the local mass media. As for me I was impressed deepest. 

 

As for heritage our artists we would like to mark Zero Line exposition "Tin shop" of 

Urumbay Ahunov, deceased father of Vyacheslav Ahunov, our gallery's curator. This exposition 

reacted sincere interests of Kyrgyz diplomats. This exposition was first after Soviet collapse. 

Being in city of Bishkek, Kyrgyz capital I have to enlighten in greater details of heritage of 

Urumbay Ahunov whose life was bound tightly with Kyrgyz life. 

 

Urumbay Ahunov was born in Uzbekistan city of Fergana in 1923. P. M. Nikiforov 

impressed strongly his nature. This Fergana aquarellist was his teacher who graduated Saint-

Petersburg Superior school of fine arts and industries named by Baron Stinglits. In 1945 being in 



 

military training in city of Tashkent Urumbay Ahunov studied in art studio of A. N. Volkov. In 

1949 he became ex-serviceman in Kyrgyz city of Osh and single South Kyrgyz artist. In Osh 

cultural life Urumbay Ahunov formed finally as aquarellist. In 1962 he was founder of artistic 

and industrial shops of the Artistic Fund under Union of Kyrgyz artists that triggered artistic 

group. Urumbay Ahunov became first South Kyrgyz artist from Union of the Soviet artists. In 

1976 he was one of the active founders of Osh regional branch of Union of Kyrgyz artists. In 

1977 coming back in Fergana he remained prominent artist. In 1966 Urumbay Ahunov deceased 

in city of Tashkent. 

 

Founders of the follow-up exposition "SKVER-ART. SKVERnoe art?" try to find out a 

border between "so called high" art and kitsch of our days as works of some famous artists mat 

be exposed through-out the country's art space from above GMI (personal exposition) down to 

the skver (street art). This situation originates a question whether this border exists? If it exists 

then who must line it? As amateur can separate the sheep from the goats? 

 

Besides artistic amalysis of Viktoria Erofeeva our gallery's curator Vyacheslav Ahunov 

express his personal opinion in details what was contemporary art. You can read it on our 

gallery's website. One of these details is: "Nonsense is all discussions about our special oriental 

art positioning it as ethnical identity and exotic challenge against western civilization and no 

intersection with other world. These opinions of the oriental authenticity after Soviet collapse 

underlining quite differences from western culture are failed. These opinions prevent to find out 

the questions what and where arts are in social life or art is for art only? Is art only application or 

art discharges social functions and creates concerned discourses such as artistic positions in 

social environment and new transformations of the social relationships?" As active participant of 

this artistic process I expressed my private opinion what professional collectors and new comers 

feel when they make choices to buy works of our artists. 

 

In September of this year Zero Line opened exposition "Exodus" (Forerunners of 

Uzbekistan contemporary art). Visitors saw works of painting, sculpture, graphics, assemblage 

and other works of our artists which were made since 1960s till 1990s. 

 

We would like to note that most works were delivered us with Administrative exposition 

fund of Uzbekistan Art Academy that is new positive cooperation between private gallery and 

political authorities. Remained works were delivered us by private persons. 

 



 

Our gallery's curator said: "Being isolated from world's civilization the most artists of 

Soviet Uzbekistan and after Soviet Uzbekistan did not express themselves radically. They did 

not understand that contemporary art modernizes society. Nevertheless, some Uzbekistan artists 

of 1970-1980s tried to understand the world's artistic realities. Artists create for themselves for 

emotional life. So, we would like to mark that today our gallery is in super active life. Besides 

national realities we pay stronger attention to the world's artistic realities. Let me congratulate all 

initiators and participants of Bishkek exposition "POSTTOTAL". Uzbekistan participants were 

Vyacheslav Ahunov, Umida Ahmedova, Oleg Karpov, Alexandr Barkovsky, Dilya Kaipova and 

Anna Ivanova. We announced this event in great details in Zero Line face book page. Also, 

French arrest of Petr Pavlensky impressed us. My letter supporting this artistic auctioneer and 

other same letters were published on Marat Gelman's page at request of Petr Pavlensky's 

relatives. 

 

As for plans our gallery prepares new exposition. No details of this exposition but it will 

not be same as previous events by materials, concepts and targets. Only I may tell that this 

exposition's name is "Glass Cotton". 

 

In last words of my report let me thanks all attendees for their attention and Uzbekistan 

company OXUS Culture as initiator for this respectable forum invitation. As you see from my 

report and pictures Zero Line gallery is open for any contemporary art projects as Uzbekistan 

and as foreign. We hope that this forum will became highlight for new initiatives including from 

Central Asian artists in Tashkent new art space. All of us feel and know that "Together No 

Apart". 

 

Isabella Sabirova, Bishkek, 2017. 

 

  


